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He is one of the founding fathers of reggaeton and the real father of rap music in Puerto Rico.
Vico C has played an influential role in the development of Latin American hip hop. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a single source.
Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by
introducing citations to additional sources. Latin Rapper. April 13, Retrieved March 10, YouTube
Jowell y Randy. March 15, Retrieved May 5, Categories : Reggaeton discographies
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Released: August 19, Format: Compact Cassette, digital download. En Honor A La Verdad. El
Encuentro. The Files: The Greatest Hits. Frente A Frente with Julio Voltio. Vendetta: The Project.
He was born in New York and raised in Puerto Rico. Vico C describes reggaeton as "essentially
hip-hop but with a flavor more compatible to the Caribbean. As one of the founders of hip hop in
Spanish, [6] Vico C was able to show that it was possible for one to be able to rap entirely and
compellingly in Spanish using just occasional English phrases or slang terms. He can be seen
in the rap movement as far back as its "underground" days ghostwriting and producing music
for other young performers in the Puerto Rican rap scene. At first, he used to go to bodegas
grocery stores or pharmacies, buy home recording tapes, record himself singing his songs and
then sell the tapes to friends or family. Vico C was discovered by DJ Negro in whom
immediately saw the great potential of hip hop in Spanish and chose to record Vico's earliest
demos. In May he suffered seizures resulting from an allergic reaction to medication and was
hospitalized but recovered. In , Spanish rap in Puerto Rico was not at a popular high, [7] and
Vico-C was the first one to rap in Spanish in Puerto Rico, considered the Godfather of Spanish
Hip Hop and the pioneer of this genre, there were others who followed in his footsteps, rapping
in the ghettos. Vico C entered the charts with his song "La Recta Final" which he personally
designed the album cover for, with his artistic talents. In , he established his own record
company VC Records, promoting such singers as Lissy Estrella, Francheska, and Lisa M who
were originally his back up dancers. In , Vico C was involved in a near-fatal motorcycle accident.
His injuries led to his abuse of heroin, cocaine, and alcohol. Soon after, he became an
evangelical Christian and went into a voluntary semi-retirement. With that, he earned the Latino
Rap of the year award by Billboard. The single was widely heard. The single was a great
combination of the best "Conscience" subgenre of rap artists. Vico C's recent albums include
Desahogo , in early The album was a success and born June 3, , he came back with another
concert, El Encuentro. Music industry figures [ who? He has sung alongside salsa singer
Gilberto Santa Rosa and cumbia group Kumbia Kings [ citation needed ]. Vico C tries to
maintain a Christian theme throughout his music [ original research? His brother Jay Lozada is
a salsa musician. Vico is recognized for having lyrics that were thoughtful, insightful, socially
conscious as well as catchy and danceable songs for all kind of audiences. The musical
blueprint implemented by DJ Negro and Vico C is the precursor of the genre now known as
reggaeton. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American rapper. Brooklyn , New York , U.
Rapper composer record producer. Sonia Torres. Hip hop reggaeton. Main article: Vico C
discography. Puerto Rico portal Biography portal Music portal. Retrieved January 18, Retrieved
May 20, Univision in Spanish. Refiguring American Music. Duke University Press. Retrieved 7
January Retrieved Latino Life. El Vocero de Puerto Rico in Spanish. Retrieved January 21,
Billboard magazine. Retrieved January 22, May 10, February 2, January 17, February 11,
February 16, The New York Times. The New York Times Company. December 8, Retrieved July
12, September 19, September 4, September 1, November 2, The Latin Recording Academy.
September 26, Retrieved September 26, Retrieved March 3, Retrieved March 20, Business Wire.
November 19, Retrieved September 27, Time, Inc. December 12, Namespaces Article Talk. Views
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Download as PDF Printable version. Vico â€” C in En Honor A La Verdad. Best Urban Music
Album. Best Urban Song. Urban Album of the Year. Video of the Year. Wikiquote has quotations
related to: Vico C. Catholicism portal. He criticized the expansion and development of modern
rationalism , was an apologist for Classical Antiquity , finding Cartesian analysis and other
types of reductionism impractical to daily life, and was the first expositor of the fundamentals of
social science and of semiotics. The Latin aphorism Verum esse ipsum factum "What is true is
precisely what is made" coined by Vico is an early instance of constructivist epistemology.
Vico's intellectual magnum opus is the book Scienza Nuova , New Science , which attempts a
systematic organization of the humanities as a single science that recorded and explained the
historical cycles by which societies rise and fall. Born to a bookseller in Naples, Italy, Giovan
Battista Vico attended several schools, but ill health and dissatisfaction with the scholasticism

of the Jesuits led to his being educated at home by tutors. Evidence from his autobiographical
work indicates that Vico likely was an autodidact educated under paternal influence, during a
three-year absence from school, consequence of an accidental fall when the boy was seven
years old. In , after surviving a bout of typhus , he accepted a job as a tutor, in Vatolla, south of
Salerno , which became a nine-year professional engagement that lasted till Vico's version of
rhetoric is product of his humanistic and pedagogic concerns. In the commencement speech De
Nostri Temporis Studiorum Ratione On the Order of the Scholarly Disciplines of Our Times ,
Vico said that whoever "intends a career in public life, whether in the courts, the senate, or the
pulpit" should be taught to "master the art of topics and [to] defend both sides of a controversy,
be it on Nature, Man, or politics, in a freer and brighter style of expression, so he can learn to
draw on those arguments which are most probable and have the greatest degree of
verisimilitude "; yet, in Scienza Nuova , Vico denounced defending both sides in controversies
as false eloquence. As Royal Professor of Latin Eloquence, Vico prepared students for higher
studies in the fields of Law and of Jurisprudence ; thus, his lessons were about the formal
aspects of the canon of rhetoric, including the arrangement and the delivery of an argument. Yet
he chose to emphasize the Aristotelian connection of rhetoric with logic and dialectic , thereby
placing ends rhetoric at their center. Vico's objection to modern rhetoric is that it is
disconnected from common sense sensus communis , defined as the "worldly sense" that is
common to all men. In lectures and throughout the body of his work, Vico's rhetoric begins
from a central argument medius terminus , which is to be clarified by following the order of
things as they arise in our experience. Probability and circumstance retain their proportionate
importance, and discovery â€”reliant upon topics loci â€”supersedes axioms derived through
reflective, abstract thought. In the tradition of classical Roman rhetoric, Vico sets out to educate
the orator rhetorician as the transmitter of the oratio , a speech with ratio reason at the centre.
What is essential to the oratorical art Gr. In the tradition of Socrates and Cicero , Vico's true
orator will be midwife to the birth of "the true" as an idea from "the certain", the ignorance in the
mind of the student. Rediscovery of "the most ancient wisdom" of the senses, a wisdom that is
humana stultitia "human foolishness" , Vico's emphases on the importance of civic life and of
professional obligations are in the humanist tradition. As he relates in his autobiography, Vico
returned to Naples from Vatolla to find "the physics of Descartes at the height of its renown
among the established men of letters. Widely disseminated by the Port Royal Logic of Antoine
Arnauld and Pierre Nicole , Descartes's method was rooted in verification: the only path to truth,
and thus knowledge, was through axioms derived from observation. Descartes's insistence that
the "sure and indubitable" or, "clear and distinct" should form the basis of reasoning had an
obvious impact on the prevailing views of logic and discourse. Studies in rhetoricâ€”indeed all
studies concerned with civic discourse and the realm of probable truthsâ€”met with increasing
disdain. Vico's humanism and professional concerns prompted an obvious response that he
would develop throughout the course of his writings: the realms of verifiable truth and human
concern share only a slight overlap, yet reasoning is required in equal measure in both spheres.
One of the clearest and earliest forms of this argument is available in the De Italorum Sapientia ,
where Vico argues that. Similarly, to arrange a political speech according to the precepts of
geometrical method is equivalent to stripping it of any acute remarks and to uttering nothing
but pedestrian lines of argument. Vico's position here and in later works is not that the
Cartesian method is irrelevant, but that its application cannot be extended to the civic sphere.
Vico would reproduce this argument consistently throughout his works, and would use it as a
central tenet of the Scienza Nuova. Vico is best known for his verum factum principle, first
formulated in as part of his De antiquissima Italorum sapientia, ex linguae latinae originibus
eruenda "On the most ancient wisdom of the Italians, unearthed from the origins of the Latin
language". Accordingly, our clear and distinct idea of the mind cannot be a criterion of the mind
itself, still less of other truths. For while the mind perceives itself, it does not make itself. The
New Science , Scienza Nuova is his major work and has been highly influential in the
philosophy of history, and for historicists such as Isaiah Berlin and Hayden White. In it, Beckett
sees a profound influence of Vico's philosophy and poeticsâ€”as well the cyclical form of the
Scienza Nuova â€”on the avant-garde compositions of Joyce, and especially the titular Work in
Progress, viz. Finnegans Wake. Moreover, recognition of Vico's intellectual influence began in
the 19th century, when the French Romantic historians used his works as methodological
models and guides. In Capital: Critique of Political Economy , Karl Marx 's mention of Vico
indicates their parallel perspectives about history, the role of historical actors, and an historical
method of narrative. Marx concluded that such a state of affairs is the optimal end of social
change in a society, but Vico thought that such complete equality of rights would lead to
socio-political chaos and the consequent collapse of society. In that vein, Vico proposed a
social need for religion, for a supernatural divine providence to keep order in human society. In

Orientalism , Edward Said acknowledged his scholar's debt to Vico, [14] whose "ideas
anticipate and later infiltrate the line of German thinkers I am about to cite. As geographical and
cultural entitiesâ€”to say nothing of historical entitiesâ€”such locales, regions, and
geographical sectors as 'Orient' and 'Occident' are man-made. From Wikipedia, the free
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a series on. Wikiquote has quotations related to: Giambattista Vico. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Giambattista Vico. All tracks feature session musicians for guitars , drums ,
trumpet , trombone , saxophone and choirs , while Vico C played the electronic keyboard on
eight of the thirteen songs that includes the album. This is currently the last studio album by
Vico C, however his last production was a compilation made by Sony Music Latin titled Frente A
Frente with former reggaeton artist Julio Voltio , released in Commercially, Babilla is the less
successful studio album by Vico C since and also the first one since that year that appeared in
only one category on Billboard charts, debuting 13th on Top Latin Albums and charting just two
weeks. Babilla was released four years after his last studio album, Desahogo , and three years
after his last production excluding greatest hits compilations , which was a live album titled El
Encuentro. Vico C was always been characterized for his social, political and religious themes
on his lyrics, which became more common after his full conversion into christianity in the mids.
The cover's dark atmosphere and Vico C holding up an anti-pollution mask might represent the
society's contamination with crime blood on the street, the police car behind Vico and a
barricade tape , poverty the homeless man and the buildings deterioration and prostitution the
strip club at the background. All tracks produced by Vico C except track 6, produced by Diesel.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Latin hip hop conscious hip hop alternative reggaeton.
Vico C also exec. Anthony Calo: Drums tracks 4, 7 and 8. Nak Casiano: Vocals tracks 4 and 8.
Harold Hopkins: Bass tracks 4 and 5. Jovanni Santos: Percussion on "Se Escapa". Armando
Rosario: Lyrics on "Payasito". Francisco Rosado: Percussion tracks 7 and Guest artists Austin
Santos: Vocals on "Sentimiento". Javier Martinez: Vocals and lyrics on "Se Escapa". Luis
Pizarro: Vocals and lyrics on "Se Escapa". Armando Rosario: Producer on "Payasito". Joel
Morales: Recording engineer tracks 7, 11, Mike Fuller: Mastering. Pichaera Studios San Juan, P.
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